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Mac Beginner Guide
If you bought into the Apple ecosystem because of privacy, you are on the right track. However, there are several instances when Apple’s in-built features cannot protect you from unexpected data loss.
Back up Your Mac: A Beginner’s Guide
Robert Johnson is possibly the most influential musician of all time. Without the first inductee of ‘the 27 club’ and master of the Delta blues style, it is safe to say the world would not be the same ...
Six definitive songs: The ultimate beginner's guide Robert Johnson
Sonoma County celebrity chef Guy Fieri has no shortage of experience in the kitchen and he recently shared some of his best tips for beginners in ... like he does with mac and cheese sandwiches ...
Guy Fieri shares 6 of his best tips for beginner home chefs
Whether you want to make a few easy photo edits without paying for an expensive full-service editor like Adobe Photoshop, or you want to try out a new hobby before upgrading to a more powerful program ...
Best free photo editing software
No problem, we got your covered with this extensive guide to Google Docs for beginners… Google Docs is part of Google ... a Gmail account to start using it on your phone, tablet, and PC/Mac. If you ...
Google Docs: A Complete Beginner’s Guide…
What can you do to remove watermark from video? You’ll be glad to know that this is the topic of discussion for today’s article. This guide will give you a complete walkthrough of various different ...
All Ways to Remove Watermark from Video Are Here, Judge, Then, Choose
InDesign is part of the Adobe Creative Cloud (CC) platform, which comprises over 20 apps in total. You can test out InDesign with a free trial, and otherwise it’s available to buy on its own with a ...
Download InDesign: How to try InDesign for free or with Creative Cloud
Here are dozens of great places to visit and enjoy.
Attractions: To see and to do
To help you find your perfect starter DAW, we’ve put together this guide, talking you through the features ... For an app that comes free with every Mac, GarageBand is a no-brainer for beginners. Even ...
Best beginner DAWs 2021: 11 music production software recommendations for newcomers
Here's our quick guide to the best mics currently available. When it comes to microphones, there are two main types of connection that you use to plug them into your Mac: USB and XLR. The former ...
Best microphone for Mac
There's a good amount of variety in today's deals. Score new price drops on the latest Apple MacBooks and Mac Minis with the new M1 chip. For those of you looking for gifts that will still arrive ...
Daily Deals: Price Drops on Apple MacBook and Mac Mini with M1 Chip, Mother's Day Gift Ideas, Free Food, and More
is a global, multi-platform media and entertainment company. Powered by its own proprietary technology, Mashable is the go-to source for tech, digital culture and entertainment content for its ...
Three men officially charged in connection to Mac Miller's death
That doesn't mean you have to start spending big money either, as our guide also gives you the cheapest ... that’s equally suitable for complete beginners to the antivirus world, or experts ...
The best antivirus software 2021
Grabbing screenshots on a Chromebook may be slightly different than what you’re accustomed to on a Windows PC or Mac, but the process ... Mode” section in this guide for an alternate touch ...
How to take a screenshot on a Chromebook
Apple's M1 "Apple Silicon" hit the market with a big splash in late 2020 when it launched inside the refreshed MacBook Air, 13-inch MacBook Pro, and the Mac mini. The SoC is currently available in ...
Apple Silicon M2 Chips Reportedly Enter Production For Next-Gen MacBook Pros
But who is it? The contenders are clear: Mac Jones (Alabama), Justin Fields (Ohio State) and Trey Lance (North Dakota State), but San Francisco's intentions are decidedly more vague. On Monday ...
2021 NFL Draft: San Francisco 49ers to take Mac Jones, Justin Fields or Trey Lance?
Which category will Trevor Lawrence (No 1, Jacksonville Jaguars), Zach Wilson (No 2, New York Jets), Trey Lance (No 3, San Francisco 49ers), Justin Fields (No 11, Chicago Bears) and Mac Jones (No ...
2021 NFL Draft: How will Trevor Lawrence, Zach Wilson, Trey Lance, Justin Fields and Mac Jones be remembered?
The average fee remained unchanged at 0.3 points. According to Freddie Mac, The upward trend in U.S Treasury yields paused a month ago as a result of rising COVID-19 cases globally. Yields have ...
Mortgage Rates Rates Avoid a 4th Consecutive Weekly Fall as COVID-19 Pegs Back Yields
You can connect seamlessly via Wi-Fi using AirPrint if you have a Mac or Brother’s driver if you have a PC. For Windows users who require business-class management, access to either BRAdmin ...
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